2008 Matrix Concert Band New Issues
Concert and Contest Music
Sea of Fury
by Jim Territo
MCB051 ($ 70)
Medium Advanced
This concert march begins with a triumphant fanfare before a solo trumpet
states the eloquent theme. A perfect variety of tension and release combined
with the eloquent middle section make this worth the work. The piece re-states
the fanfare theme at the end as the piece finishes with a spectacular ending.

Fanfare: 1 Chronicles, 13:8
By Jim Territo
MCB045 $65
Medium Advanced
This modern original work begins with a soft yet driving opening as various
instruments build in intensity to create a feeling of dis-array. The middle section
continues to develop the theme leading into the final section of a glorious and
joyful fanfare.

Concert Prelude on “Salve Regina”
Arr. Jim Territo
MCB043 $60
Medium Easy
Originally introduced in the middle ages, this prayer to the Virgin Mary provides
a stunning canvas for concert band.

Theme from Pathetique Sonata for Band
Arr. Jim Mahaffey
MCB054 $55
Easy
This classical masterpiece by Ludwig van Beethoven makes a tremendously
lush and playable band arrangement that everyone will enjoy.

Sea Chantey
by Jim Territo
MCB050 $ 55
Easy
You can almost smell the salt air as the woodwinds open this piece with a
relaxed theme reminiscent of a great sea voyage. The theme builds as the
tempo accelerates leading into a dramatic climax to end the piece.

Alleluia: In Memorium
by Jim Territo
MCB042 $55
Easy
This work opens with a stirring adagio section that whispers a theme of hope.
The arrangement continues to build to a dramatic close.

Gravitas
by Dallas C. Burke
MCB046 $55
Easy
This exciting concert opener uses the timpani and concert toms to create a
driving opening statement. A stunning middle section leads into a dramatic
recap of the opening theme as it continually evolves to a powerful close.

Pergolesi: “Se tu m’ami”
arr. Jim Mahaffey
MCB049 $55
Easy
This classic by Giovanni Battista Pergolesi provides stunning thematic material
for a lush band arrangement.

Emerald Coast Overture
By Dallas Burke
MCB044 $50
Very Easy
Using only the first six notes of the Bb concert scale and limiting rhythms to
quarter notes and eighth notes, this piece is a great choice for any beginning,
middle school or younger bands first concert.

Christmas and Hanukah Music
O Come Let Us Adore Him
arr. Chris Sharp
MCB048 $60
Medium Easy
This beautifully crafted holiday classic makes a stirring addition to any holiday
concert.

The Good Kings Christmas
arr. Chris Sharp
MCB053 $55
Easy
This Christmas medley includes “Good King Wenceslas”, “March of the Three
Kings” and “We Three Kings”. A great choice for any holiday concert.

The Angels of Christmas
arr. Dallas C. Burke
MCB052 $55
Easy
This holiday concert tune rocks! A rockin’ intro leads into a classic portrayal of
“Hark the Herald Angels Sing” followed by a groovin’ rendition of “Angels We
Have Heard on High”.

Concert Marches
The Whistler and His Dog
Arr. Chris Sharp
MCB057 $60
Medium Easy
This Arthur Pryor march provides the perfect vehicle to feature a piccolo soloist.

Solo with Band
Two Solo Moods
by Jim Mahaffey
MCB056 $60
Medium Easy
This original work can be used to feature almost any instrument in your
ensemble. Includes written solo parts for Flute, Oboe, Clarinet, Alto Sax,
Trumpet, Trombone and Baritone. Opening with a lush ballad, this piece
moves into an allegro section and ends with a recap of the ballad.

Warm Ups
Jump Start Warm Ups for Beginning Band
by Dallas C. Burke
MCB047 $50
Very Easy
This warm up includes many essential exercises critical for beginning band
success. Includes sections on breathing, tone and stick control, long tones, Bb
concert scales and arpeggios and dynamics. The warm up ends with two short
chorales to focus on ensemble balance and blend.

Three Chorales for Young Band
Arr. Keith Terrett
MCB055 $55
Easy
This package of chorales is scored for young bands to work on phrasing, balance
and intonation. Includes short arrangements of “Eternal Father, Strong to Save”,
“Morning Has Broken”, and “Nearer My God, To Thee”.

